
READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO USE 
IMPORTANT: This pole saw is equipped with a tamper resistant Caution La bel that 
identifies conditions that may cause serious injury, electrical shock, death by electro-
cution and biade hazards. lf this label becomes illegible, please contact Castellari for a 
replacement label. lntentional remavaI of the Cau tion Label is strictly prohibited and a 
violation of OSHA regulations. Do not discard these instructions!
 

IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

DANGER! These polesaws conduct electricity! 
Do not use within 50 feet of electr ical wires 
or other potentially energized lines, groun-
ded  objects, or conductors for risk of extreme 
injury or death by electrocution.

WARNING! Use this pole saw in strict accor-
dance with ANSI Stan dard Z133.1-2006 and 
all applicable OSHA regulations (far users in 
the US) 

WARNING! Do not operate the pole  saw un-
less you are standing on dry ground.

WARNING! Cutting overhead can cause falling objects that can result in 
injury or death. Always use extreme caution when cutting over head to 
have a plan of retreat from the area in which objects are likely to fall (‘Fall 
Zone”). Do not allow others to stand or walk within fifteen feet of this Fall 
Zone due to potential “danger zone” from objects bouncing.

WARNING! The pole saw blade is extremely sharp. Do not touch or contact 
the biade with any body parts. Always store the saw blade in the provided 
safety cover when not in use. Keep out of reach of chil dren. 

WARNING! Castellari, its affiliates, subsidiaries, importers, distributors 
and dealers are not responsible for and shall not be liable far injury, loss 
or damage resulting from improper use of this pole saw.

Intended use - It is highly recommended to use it only for the intended uses: pruning. 
The polesaw is projected pnly to wood cuts. It is forbidden  cut other materials



POLE SAW USAGE INSTRUCTIONS 
INTENDED USAGE 
Castellari telescoping pole saws are designed to cut tree limbs that are beyond the user’s reach 
(up to 21 feet). Do not use the pole saw to cut anything other than tree limbs. 

BLADE ASSEMBLY
Insert blade support in pole. The holes pole and holes in support blade need to match. After that 
insert bolt in the holes and screw nut not to much. (DIAGRAM A)

DIAGRAM A

1. Insert blade support in pole
2. Insert bolt in the holes 
3. Screw nut just enough

THE DUAL LOCKING SYSTEM F0R P0LE EXTENSI0N 
Castellari telescoping pole saws are equipped with a locking system to ensure the structural 
rigidity of the poles while extended. The part of the pole lock ing system is the Locking Clamps. 

To extend the pole saw, first release the locking clamps (see DIAGRAM B), extending the pole 
from the larger tube. Once the pole is at the desired length, close the friction clamps (see DIA-
GRAM C).

DIAGRAM B
1. Release the locking clamp
2. Extend the pale from the larger tube 

       DIAGRAM C 

1.Close locking clamp

To store the pole after use, retract the poles in reverse arder, starting with the upper pale (see 
DIAGRAM D).

DIAGRAM D
1. Release the locking clamp
2. Store the pole in the larger tube


